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In his liminal work How is Philosophy Possible in Eastern Europe, Stefan Afloroaiei, one of the acclaimed
young philosophers in Romania today, takes a long and strenuous effort to recapture that which is
distinct about Eastern European thinking. The way itself in which this part of Europe perceive philosophy
is related, by Afloroaiei, to a long, Aristotelian tradition - in the line of metaphysical thinking - of multiple
ways of viewing the world (5).

Eastern European thinking remains reclusive and somehow confusing, and escapes any attempt to
generate a clear line of demarcation between the Western and the Eastern modes of philosophising in
Europe. A thorough analysis in this direction needs to take into consideration other historical data -
sciences, theology, mythology, the ideology of power, the impact of technology, etc. For this, Afloroaiei
indicates the use of a 'symptomatological' view, symptomatology centering around some distinctions
(unterscheindende Merkmale) which help us perceive what is latent within the manifested word - spoken
or written (6). These marks thus become 'symptoms,' not in the medical sense, but rather as certain
dispositions, able to reveal, in the long run, why the philosophy of a certain cultural milieu follows a
rather a-typical route.

Stefan Afloroaiei insists that an appropriate mode of interpreting the philosophy of Eastern Europe is that
of using a combined methodology consisting in admitting to, and observing a particular
'symptomatology,' to be conducive to a certain genealogy (20). For this genealogy to 'come true' as a
necessary act of self-integration and self-understanding, we do have to involve a kind of 'subjectivizing'
as our priority tone, an exercise into 'psychoanalysing' as our main strategy in filling the gap between a
real and an imaginary 'us'(30).

In the subchapter 'Eastern Europe,' the Name for a Necessary Strategy, Afloroaiei speaks about certain
geographical biases and historical identity thus created as an effect of 'placing' Romania at the borders
of an unstable topos named Eastern Europe, whose geographic identity speaks somewhere between
Athens and Riga vertically, and Prague and Kiev horizontally (9-10).

As long as life and death of some collective images follow completely different rules than those of the
individual will, Romania, concludes the author, seems to intersect precisely those axes which indicate the
centre of the continent (9-10). However, there are a few major parameters which are constructed about
the idea of Eastern Europe:

1) Historically, a decisive aspect is that of incessant confrontation with the Asians , whether they came
from the Slavic stepa (a huge plain) or the south of the Black Sea;

2) In terms of religion, there is a preponderance of Christian Orthodoxy (of course, Islamic and other
oriental religious doctrines pigmented this culturally rich tapestry of Balkans;

3) Linguistically, elements of Slavic and Asians origins are predominant; the only one language to
eschew the Slavo-Asian amalgamation is the Greek language;

4) Mentally, in terms of the major structures and patterns of thinking there is a prevalence of the
following categories : the 'organic,' the representation of time as 'cyclic,' the obsession/ideology of
'identity' (mostly following a regressive line), the communal stigmata; the regression into a historical or
simply reflexive mood; the art of argumentation as a pathetic, impassioned involvement; the usage of the
'figurative' level of words; a profoundly contradictory reaction towards the idea of 'stranger;' the appeal to
'soteriological' ends.

5) Politically, the Eastern part of Europe represents an area affected by the Ribbentrop-Molotov pact,



followed shortly by the Teheran Conference (1943), the Moscow Accord (1944), and especially the Yalta
Meeting in February 1945. Thus Eastern Europe became a territory marked by a continuous
redistribution and reinscription between two major spheres of influence. This political game, suggests
Stefan Afloroaiei, in its perfectly ambiguous terms, persisted for the last three centuries, and there seems
to exist a chance - now - to reach an end to this (10).

6) Technologically and institutionally, the presence of a traditional kind of society is felt, although this
does not remain averse to advances in technology or pragmatic organization.

7) From the intellectual point of view, this double stand - being completely open to the 'new' while not
still able to abandon that which has been invented in a 'parallel' history, will prompt a chronic dispute
between form and content.

8) Metaphysically, the European East seems dominated by a need for alternative theorizing and
representation, in a language that succeeds in gaining freedom rather than 'rigour.'

The subjective quality of the thinking proper about this particular part of Europe, confers upon the
system of thinking and the act of philosophising (in this particular space) a certain distinction, an
irreversible aura.

In the following I will present a few of the arguments used by Stefan Afloroaiei in sustaining the idea of
'Eastern Europe' as a particular space with its cultural determinants. For Afloroaiei three names make up
Western philosophy: Descartes, Kant and Husserl (15). With each one of them, philosophy was
constantly related to the 'sciences' - mathematics and the natural sciences in particular. The ideal to be
reached by gnoseology was that which, in late Latin, was called mathesis: a systematic, deductive and
conceptual form of knowing. From the theological point of view, mathesis universalis (Descartes and
Spinoza exalted the concept) represented a maximum goal in our thirst for knowing. Kant has the merit
of instituting the grounding stone of the modern metaphysics as science.

In paralleling the Western interest for related philosophical thinking with the logical accuracy of sciences,
promoting a deductive and analytical and experimental methodology, the East optates for a certain,
symbolical prevalence originating in the Greek culture, to advance shortly to its more Byzantine version.
What remains distinctive for this line of thought is an attraction for the religious experience, one
dominated by the patristic doctrine and an unmediated, mystical aspect of creation in general.

A strong relationship between the experiences and doctrines imported from the Orient generates a view
upon history much estranged from its Western technical and pragmatic version. This, argues Afloroaiei,
represents one among the many affects of the multicultural background of the different communities
joined together under a rather 'Babylonic' plethora of linguistic, religious and mental attitudes (17).
However, it is not accidental that the subject of this rich culture ends up more vulnerable to the different
ideas and representations of both apocalyptic and soteriologic extract.

A reflexive mood stands out as the main particularity of the Eastern European philosophical experience.
A more applied representation/interpretation of what - in the economy of the historical phenomenon - is a
recapture of the epistemic value of the sensible experience. Concepts such as ousia (essence), physis
(nature), hypokeimenon (substance), hypostasis (circumstance), energeia (energy), follow the same
route which governed the Christian-Orthodox theology. Again, the orientation of Western thought to
techne or method, translates into the East as 'philosophy in itself', not so much inclined to align itself to
the rigour of 'natural sciences' or mathematics (especially geometry).

The philosophical paradigm is rather comprehensive, edifying and reflexive, betting on the moral and
anagogic level of discourse, not didactic or analytical-experimental. Meditation, free reflection and other
similar enterprises of the thinking subject were at least as distinctive for Eastern Europe as was the
'essay' for 18th century England or the philosophic inquiry for German Modernity.

Practical and not theoretical thinking, the sciences of the spirit and not those of nature, the
argumentative and not the demonstrative discourse, divided between the two counterparts, with a strong
emphasis on the value of the 'word' in itself and its workings; the particular presence of the word-in-text
rather than mediating and negotiating for its exact and impersonal meaning.

There also exists a certain inclination in general for the 'living fact,' thus displacing within the philosophy



of Eastern Europe that neutral character of the conceptual language by which the latter retains its
objectivity; the discourse itself becoming a kind of personal and historical 'therapeutics.'

The conceptual versus the reflexive - this paradigm prompts Stefan Afloroaiei to opine that, in reality,
they are both two faces of the same coin - in good Hegelian dialectic - and this represents the permanent
double-stand for a unique experience of the European thinking in general.

What is also a particular aspect of this mode of thinking is a certain 'rhetoric of the apostolate,' where the
lacking of a consistent and a continuous tradition, a restriction in book circulation, an interrupted of
speculative kind of communication, a certain limitation in the number of scholastic institutions, effected
the presence of the philosopher as a solitary figure, impossible - in Afloroaiei words - to move beyond the
symbolic moment of 'Genesis' (25-26). The theory and practice of philosophy in Romania, for example,
was more often than not confronted with violent interruptions; not a filiations of ideas but a real hiatus is
what characterizes the Romanian philosophical enterprise along the trajectory of history. Any time a new
philosopher or thinker comes out, he needs to completely renew an old, decrepit philosophical-linguistic
apparatus. This resembles Cuvier's 'theory of catastrophes' (the relation between geological cataclysms
and certain earthquakes or volcanic eruptions)(26)- it is almost impossible to establish a clear
relationship between one phenomenon or the other. This is to be extended, suggests the author, to the
cultural and symbolic level; in Romania, the philosophical language has a very slow advance and this is
realised through a 'mutation' rather than through a well-rehearsed, gradual system; but 'mutations' are
famous for their hazardous, chancy character (250).

One major effect of this is the persistence inside the language of 'thinking' of a certain narrative level,
where allegories, fables and intuitive representations replace the conceptual. To date, the narrative
aspect ponders significantly upon the general system of thinking proper to this part of Europe.

The important feature, which is the prevalence of the allegorical language, must be related to an
effacement of the 'reality principle,' doubled by an increasingly debilitated feeling of time and history.
The subject of such gesture will entertain itself with a quite different, non-literal space, a refuge to
compensate for this eschewing the reality order. Only to mention here, suggests Afloroaiei, that the
exegetes of the mystic phenomenon - speaking of the 'pilgrim' - attribute to him a rather strong attraction
to the idea of transcendence and the use of a figurative language (27). However, it is precisely the idea
of 'transcendence' which heralds the essential distance between the 'creation' and the 'created' as
irreducible. Here we have two main traditions in thinking, from Descartes on: the comprehensive model
and the positivist (explainable) model.

A permanent gliding between these two tendencies keeps sciences of the 'interval' opposed to an idea
that has always been intolerable to classical European thinking - more than one single (absolute) model.
Sociology, for example, works in both directions: with Weber, Simmel and the like in the direction of a
comprehensive model, and with Comte and Spencer, for the experimental one. As for Eastern Europe,
the comprehensive model of Greek - patristic - extract embodies the preference for a world which will
always keep its veil on things to a certain degree; things in this world are never one-faced, but multi-
faceted, multi-layered entities, reluctant to complete openness and fixed identity. And this is, in a way,
what makes this space more permeable to certain attributes of postmodernism - such as the insistence
on allusiveness. For example a long exercise in the tradition of historiography - one excessive and
representing a veritable refuge for the self-fashioned 'exegete' - generates the practicing of philosophical
thinking more on the pattern of speculative anecdote, absent from an introspective look into the effects
which this mode of thinking generates at the ideological level of language (what Nietzsche called a
'genealogy of ideas').

Philosophy-as-narrative, with concepts such as Rationality/Ego/Will, etc, acting as characters, Afloroaiei
equated with Kant's 'transcendental dialectics,' where what in the process of our knowing the world
proves unconditional or infinite, can never be approached intuitively (29). They - as concepts of an
insoluble character - resist ideas of a transcendental nature."Whatever was said after Kant and in his
extension, namely the entities such as those above, are nothing but signs (Peirce), or symptoms
(Nietzsche), phenomena (Husserl) or facts of discourse (Foucault), empty spaces (Carnap and others) or
effects (Derrida), these kind of concepts remain alien to any 'referential' consideration. The
transformation of certain concepts in things - the unclear realism of our thinking, the 'rhapsodic' and
popular Platonism of such understanding of philosophy as narrative" (29-30). Stefan Afloroaiei's text
moves more or less along with the suggestion that this is the case of Romania, as is the case with most
East European thinking.



Romania embodies, in a way, the epitome of eternal resurrection (like in Mircea Eliade's The Myth of
Eternal Ressurection), a periodic renewal and the recycling of all kinds of inflation of the rhetoric of
commentary, together with a systematic rejection of all pragmatism. This encouraged the idea that one
philosophy will always be considered as 'the' philosophy itself, in its absolute value - called 'symbolical
substitution' in Afloroaiei's view, a crude procedure by which the 'reality principle' is once again betrayed,
in favour of an increase of participation on the part of theology, with its soteriologic obsession (32).

Another particularity of Eastern European thinking in general, is that of exercising the performance of
'commentary' as the exclusive mode to always promote only a well-known, leading text. A symbolic
appropriation of the 'real' or, in other words, the symbolic or imaginary substitution of structures which
belong to the 'real' generate, to a certain extent, the corruption at the level of an 'idea,' thus debasing it
and separating it, systematically, from what it meant initially.

The interpreter will normally appeal to a certain hermeneutics, in the hope that philosophy may soothe
and edify, may function as 'therapeutics.' Thus hermeneutics becomes, in this space, a spiritual
technique, a modality to change the subject from within. Mircea Eliade exemplifies, for Afloroaiei, this
thesis: It is not difficult to realize how Eliade's hermeneutics often proceeds to disqualifying its own
'technical' language. He never makes obvious his own technology of using language, concepts and
methodology. Eliade does not explore the value of what is 'distinctive' by using an abstract, purely
conceptual language. His preference goes in the direction of 'noticing', 'naming' and 'illustrating', rather
than 'conceptualizing' (257). The inquiry here remains this: to what extent has the interpreter access to
the truth of a symbolic act; more, what kind of truth is this, what is the relationship between this kind of
truth and the truth of a scientific statement.

The key resides into the direct proportionality between an (appropriate) understanding, decoding of the
world's symbols and the interpreter's own access to truth. There is an inevitable effect to all this: "The
symbol becomes thus able to reveal the existence of a perspective whereby certain heterogeneous
realities are granted a chance to articulate themselves as an ensemble, even to get themselves
integrated into a system; realities, of course, otherwise inapt to make themselves obvious to the outer
world.

In the last instance, affirms Afloroaiei, it is all about the potential of the symbolic to express that which is
contradictory or paradoxical, the coincidentia oppositorum (257-60).

This is but a small glimpse at the vast ways in which hermeneutics is practiced, traditionally, in Eastern
Europe, especially in works like Mircea Eliade's. Stefan Afloroaiei calls Eliade's line of thinking a
'skeptical lucidity'; this could represent an important point of departure for searching further into the
fascinating world of East European thought.
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